Merit Badge
Bird Study
Environmental Science

Fish & Wildlife Management

Fishing

Merit Badge in the Park Prerequisites
Requirements
2, 5, 8 (a or b), 9(a,b, or c)
3A (1, 2, or 3), 3B (1,2, or 3); 3C(1,2, or 3) 3D(1, 2, or 3) 3E (1, 2, or 3) 3F (1, 2, or 3) 3G (1, 2, or 3)
1.Describe the meaning and purposes of fish and wildlife conservation and management.
2.List and discuss at least three major problems that continue to threaten your state's fish and wildlife resources.
3.Describe some practical ways in which everyone can help with the fish and wildlife conservation effort.
4.List and describe five major fish and wildlife management practices used by managers in your state.
Req. 8 Research the requirements for becoming a conservation officer or Fisheries biologist. Name 3 possible positions
Scouts should bring a notebook, and be dressed for a day in the outdoors.
7, * Anyone 16 years and older must have a vaild Pennsylvania Fishing Liscence to fish in the Park*

1 Prepare a field notebook, make a collection, and identify 15 species of trees, wild shrubs, or vines in a local forested area. Write a
description in which you identify and discuss the following:a. The characteristics of leaf, twig, cone, or fruiting bodies
b. The habitat in which these trees, shrubs or vines are found
c. The important ways each tree, shrub, or vine is used by humans or wildlife and whether the species is native of was introduced to the area.
If it is not native, explain whether it is considered invasive or potentially invasive. (use the sample notebook page in workbook)
Forestry
2. b. Tell which watershed or other source your community relies on for its water supply.
5. With your parent’s and councilor’s approval, do ONE of the following: a, b, or c.
(If they are not able to get this one completed I may need to hold a tour at Musser. This is the one requirement that I have done with groups,
either at Resica or Musser.)
6. In your camp, local recreation area (park or equivalent), or neighborhood, inventory the trees that may be a hazard to structures or people.
Make a list . . .
8. Visit one or more local foresters and write a brief report about the person (or persons). Or, write about a forester’s occupation including the
education, qualifications, career opportunities, and duties related to forestry.
7,
8( a, b, or c), 9
Geocaching
5a, 5b, and 9 Scouts should bring their scrapbook from requirement 5 to help us complete requirement 6. 5
Insect Study
4a(2), 4f(2), 4g(2), 4h(2)
Nature
5, 6(a-b), 7(a-b), 8(a or b), 9 (can be completed in conjunction with 8a/b), 10
Orienteering
1,5,6,
Plant Science
Reptile and Amphibian Study 6, 8 (a or b), 9 (a, b, or c) * review all requirements and do approperate research and be prepared to discuss at event.
Soil and Water Conservation 2d, 3c, 7 (two of from A-F)
6, 8(a or b), 9 (a or b), 10
Weather
5,8
Wilderness Survival
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